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Professor David Phillips, born and bred in the North of England is one of the UK’s 

leading scientists.  David has an extremely strong academic track record with almost 

600 publications and a distinguished history of public engagement and outreach 

activities.  His outstanding career has been recognized by many prestigious awards 

for both his scientific excellence and his skill in the public communication of science.  

These include the Nyholm Medal, the Michael Faraday Award of the Royal Society, 

the BD Shaw Medal and most recently the Porter Medal. David has just finished a 

two year term as the President of the Royal Society of Chemistry. In 1999 David was 

awarded the OBE in The Queen's Birthday Honours for services to Science 

Education, and in 2012 his services to Chemistry were recognised with a CBE in the 

Queen's New Year's list.  

 

David grew up in South Shields, South Tyneside and was educated at the South 

Shields Grammar-Technical School for Boys.  He developed a passion for chemistry 

and went on to read the subject at Birmingham University.  After completing his PhD 

David took the opportunity to experience international research culture, working for 

two years as a post-doctoral fellow at the University of Texas, Austin and then for 

one year in the Academy of Sciences in Moscow.  David returned to the UK to take 

up a lectureship at the University of Southampton, where he firmly established his 

reputation as a leading research chemist, author and advocate of outreach.  In 1979 

David was appointed as the Wolfson Professor of Natural Philosophy and Deputy 

Director at the Royal Institution.  He established a world-renowned centre of 

excellence for photochemistry at the RI, attracting workers from across the globe; the 

list of visiting academics and post-docs to his laboratory reads as a Who’s-Who of 

chemistry.   

 

David moved to the post of Professor of Physical Chemistry at Imperial College 

London in 1989.  He took on the role of Head of Department of Chemistry for a 

period of ten years, providing strong academic leadership for a Department that 
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flourished under his guidance. Following his formal retirement he served as Dean of 

the Faculties of Life Sciences and Physical Sciences at Imperial and he continues to 

act as their Senior Science Ambassador for Schools.  David has also been a strong 

supporter of Durham’s Chemistry Department and provided significant input to our 

undergraduate teaching curriculum during his period as external examiner in 

physical chemistry. 

 

David’s research career has centered on understanding the interaction of light and 

matter, and has led to the development of many significant and far-reaching 

discoveries in medicine and materials chemistry.  His early work focused upon gas-

phase photochemical reactions, laying the foundations for the study of atmospheric 

photochemistry.  When lasers were still a scientific curiosity, he championed their 

use in chemistry.  For example, he developed methods using lasers to obtain an 

unprecedented level of information about the behavior of molecules in the gas 

phase.  Whilst working on fabric-photobleaches, substances that are put into 

washing powders to help clean clothes, David realized their potential to selectively 

kill cancer cells by the process of photodynamic therapy.  Working alongside 

biologists and medics, David went on to investigate the potential of photodynamic 

therapy as a treatment for cancer, and has carried out detailed investigations into the 

molecular basis of its action.  He is widely regarded as one of the world’s experts in 

this innovative and selective treatment. 

 

Throughout his career David has had a sustained and significant impact in a broad 

range of chemistry-related disciplines.  His work spanned traditional subject 

boundaries, well before the phrase ‘interdisciplinary’ had become commonplace.  His 

helpful, gregarious personality and his earnest wish to make projects work inspired 

those he met. During his research career he has trained many PhD students and 

post-docs from around the globe.  Inspired by his leadership, many of them have 

gone on to become academics in their own right.  

 

David has had huge impact in communicating the importance of science to the 

general public and uses his research to exemplify this.  He began these activities at 

Southampton, creating a demonstration lecture that quickly became legendary for its 

sparks, flashes and bangs.  His outreach work flourished when he moved to the 
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Royal Institution – an establishment originally founded to promote the public 

understanding of science – and he delivered the BBC/RI Christmas lectures in 1986.  

Since then David has become a global ambassador for the public understanding of 

chemistry, taking his demonstration lectures and his now legendary glass-baby quite 

literally around the world.  He continues to inspire young and old alike with his 

famous demonstration lecture “A Little Light Relief”   

 

Chancellor, I present to you David Phillips to receive the degree of Doctor of Science 

honoris causa. 
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